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GAP-FILL 
 

_____________ is the resulting number which appears when you replace each 

letter with its value, and then do the sequence of operations. 

 

A monomial is an algebraic expression that has _____________ term. There is no 

addition or subtraction. Literal factor are the unknowns with their exponents. 

 

_____________ are constant factors that multiply a variable or powers of a 

variable. 

 

The monomial _____________ is the sum of the powers of all the variables in 

that term. 

 

_____________ monomials are like terms if they have the same literal factor. 

 

A _______________is an algebraic expression with more than 

______________term. With two unlike terms is called _______________and 

with three trinomial.  

 

An ______________ is an equality that is only true for one or some of the values 

of any variables. 

 

An equation has two _______________. 

 

A ________________ is the number which checks that the equation is right. 

 

Two equations are called _______________ equations if they have the same 

solution.  

 

An _____________ is an equality that is always true, no matter what the 

unknown is. 

 

  

Words  

 

SOLUTION 

COEFFICIENTS  

DEGREE 

BINOMIAL 

NUMERIC VALUE 

ONE 

SIDE 

TWO 

IDENTITY 

EQUIVALENT 

POLYNOMIAL 

ONE 

EQUATION  
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ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS 

 

Numeric value is the resulting number which appears when you replace each letter 

with its value, and then do the sequence of operations. 

 

A monomial is an algebraic expression that has one term. There is no addition or 

subtraction. 

Literal factor are the unknowns with their exponents. 

 

Coefficients are constant factors that multiply a variable or powers of a variable. 

 

The monomial degree is the sum of the powers of all the variables in that term. 

 

Two monomials are like terms if they have the same literal factor. 

 

A polynomial is an algebraic expression with more than one term. With two unlike 

terms is called binomial and with three trinomial.  

 

An equation is an equality that is only true for one or some of the values of any 

variables. 

 

An equation has two side  

 

A solution the number which checks that the equation is right. 

 

Two equations are called equivalent equations if they have the same solution.  

 

An identity is an equality that is always true, no matter what the unknown is. 


